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"Hullo, Fritz is here!"1 This was the way in which a 
Parisian greeted his fellow employee on the morning of 14 
June 1940, when German troops entered the French capital. 
Nothing marked the French defeat more keenly than the sight of 
Hitter's soldiers marching triumphantly down the Champs* 
Elysees. For those Parisians who had not fled as part of the 
"mass exodus before the German army, initial responses to the 
occupying troops conveyed a myriad of- emotions which ranged 
from admiration to resignation to disbelief and cadness. Paul 
Simon, future editor of the clandestine newspaper Valrny. 
described how he felt when confronted with the German 
presence:
My heart was leaden. At one shattering blow 
I realized my country's defeat to the full. Paris, 
my loved Paris, where I was born and grew up: 
the city most dear to me of all the world; Paris, 
capital of art, of science, of elegance; Paris was 
befouled by the German jack-boot, invaded and 
occupied. It was as if, when stricken to the heart, 
the woman one adored had died in one's arms.2
'Paul Simon, One Enemy Onlv-lhc Invader, traits, W.G. Corp (London: 
Hoddcr and Stoughton Ltd, 1942), p. 12.
2 Ibid., p. 13.
At the same time that Simon reacted so violently to the fall of 
Paris, he also grudgingly admitted that the "first troops to 
enter beleaguered Paris were fine-looking men, clean, well- 
equipped, and smartly polished. , . Parisians were impressed by 
their bearing."^ Despite the shock of observing foreign 
soldiers marching through Paris as conquerors, Parisians 
remarked again and again on the bearing of the Germans. 
Physically, the German in Paris made a powerful impression on 
the citizens of France's capital.
France's quick defeat did not give the French time to 
prepare for the actual physical presence of the enemy. From 
one day to the next the sheer physical reality of a German 
victory manifested itself in Nazi swastikas hanging on 
monuments and hotels and German soldiers rallying around the 
Arc de Triomphe4 Paris was greatly changed by the presence 
of the occupying forces. More important, however, was the 
impact this physical presence had upon Parisians. TTte-Getman 
intrusion into Paris created multiple emotions within each 
Parisian. While many people naturally felt a profound hatred 
toward the German invaders for taking over their city, they 
also were awed by the physical expression of German power.
•’ Ibid., p. 38.
4Jcan Galticf-Boissicre. Mon Journal Pendant lO icupation ( Claras. 
France; Editions dc la Jeune Parque, 1945), p. 10.
The ensuing weeks and months of occupation, forced the French 
to examine their own society and the reasons for its failure. 
This critique was embedded in certain German physical 
characteristics on which Parisians focused.
After the Germans had been expelled from France in 
1944, the impact their physical presence had had on the French 
was neglected and forgotten. Historians have written 
profusely on France's defeat as a result of demographic 
factors, the experience of World War I and the Treaty of 
Versailles. However, the defeat deeply affected the French on 
a personal level and needs to be examined from the French 
viewpoint immediately following the defeat. Why did the 
Germans win? What had France done wrong? The enemy's 
physical presence was direct testament to France's weakness. 
Thus, after a period of normalization following the defeat, 
Parisians found themselves assessing their society and that of 
the victors. Many Parisians welcomed the defeat as an 
opportunity to change a morally decadent and physically 
deficient society. The famous French intellectual and author, 
Andre Gide, wrote on 24 September 1940 that "all my love for 
France could not keep me from being aware of our country's 
state of decay."5 This sentiment was not unusual as even the
5Andre Clide. The Journals of Andre Gide. Vol. IV:__|93*>-|V4»». trails.
Justin O'Brien (New York: Alfred A Knopf. IV51). p. 47.
most patriotic French citizens were questioning the state of 
their society. After all, much was supposedly admired about 
Germany--especially its youthfulness and vitality. Parisian 
intellectuals in particular applauded the German victory as an 
opportunity for the reform and renewal of French society. Zeev 
Stern hell, who has analyzed fascist ideology in France, 
discussed two such intellectuals who sympathized with 
Germany's political regime. Bertrand de Jouvenel, a French 
journalist, and Emmanuel Mounier, editor of the magazine 
L'Esprit . Both viewed the Nazi victory and the German 
presence in Paris as positively influencing the development of 
a new social and political structure for France. Sternhell 
wrote that "the weaknesses, pettiness and fragility of French 
democracy seemed to them quite tragic compared to the 
decisiveness, energy and willpower displayed by. . Germany."'’ 
Mounier and de Jouvenel looked forward to the building of a 
new France in a new Europe which they assumed, for better of 
for worse, that Germany would lead.
De Jouvenel wrote in 1941 that Germany had to be 
admired for its capacity to overcome its defeat in 1918 and to 
dominate Europe little more than two decades later.7 Andre
"Zecv Siernliell, Neither Riuln Nor Left: Fascist Idcolot’v in l-’rancc. 
(Berkley: University of California Press, 1986), p. 276.
7Bertrand de jouvenel, Aprcs la Delaile. (Paris: Les Petits-Fils de
Plon ct Nourril. 1941), p. 129.
Gide, although idaologically unsympathetic toward Nazi 
Germany, was in harmony with de Jouvenel’s appraisal. On 14 
June 1940, Gide wrote, "Doubtless there is no shame in being 
conquered when the enemy forces are so far superior. . . 
Although in a theoretical sense, Gide did not necessarily 
believe that Germany was superior, he understood its vitality 
in the physical terms of its victory. The strength of Hitler's 
forces was one of the aspects which most struck the French . 
Gide, for example, compared the defeat to a sporting event, 
choosing an analogy which stressed the physical. "It is 
doubtless fine and noble and reassuring after a boxing match to 
see the opponents shake hands, but there is no denying that one 
has beaten the other. We are defeated."9 Gide's word choice 
reveals an important way of viewing and comprehending 
Parisian responses to the German occupiers. The analogy in 
this example demonstrates how Parisians viewed the defeat as 
an atheletic contest which they had lost to a stronger and 
more maneuverable opponent. By singling out these physical 
traits, Parisians were drawing attention to the alleged 
weakness and stagnation of their own society.
Gide was also implicitly commenting on the policy of 
collaboration followed by the French government. Unlike the
8Oidc, Journals, p. 2.V
’ Ibid. p. 55.
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like status for France, Qide understood that Germany would not 
view France as an equal, but as a defeated opponent. For him, 
the physical presence of the undisputed victor proved that 
Germany would be the real power in France.
The entrance of German troops into Paris marked the 
beginning of a period which ended with the total Occupation of 
France in 1942. These first two years of the German 
Occupation marked an intense period of French self- 
examination in which ci izens of all political backgrounds 
responded to France's defeat. This period was a time of 
adjustment setting the stage for later collaboration and 
resistance and for the future political and social structure of 
the country. Although Parisians saw an opportunity to 
strengthen and reform their society from the lessons of their
defeat, they also were determined to remain French. There 
was a basic ambivalence in French responses to Germans: envy 
and admiration, but also resistance and hostility. The 
examination of a Parisian's feelings regarding a German on the 
street in front of him is especially revealing in yielding a 
clear picture of French thought in the period from 1940 to 
1942. The physical responces, in particular, reveals hidden
and neglected dimensions and thus contributes to a more
7refined and comprehensible picture of French society in 1940 
and 1941.
It is difficult to examine the years during which France 
was occupied and to get a clear picture of how Parisians and 
others who were directly affected by German domination 
reacted daily to this challenge. Not only are many sources 
unreliable because of their partisan slant, both German and 
Allied, or because of fear and intimidation, but also, as 
Gerhard Hirschfeld and Patricia Marsh, two prominent 
historians of wartime France note, because "few historians so 
far have attempted to present a reliable national picture of 
French society during the German Occupation. . . Robert 
Paxton's Vichy France11 is one of the most objective analyses 
of the period, but concentrates heavily on the politics of 
Petain’s government, neglecting the French population not 
directly involved with policy-making. Other prominent 
historians have simply not devoted much time to developing a 
depiction of French society. H. R. Kedward includes a small 
section in his book1- covering everyday life in Paris, but his
' ' ’Gerhard Hirschfeld and Patricia Marsh, cds., Collaboration in 
France: Politics and Culture during the Na/i Occupation. t
Providence: Berg Publishers, 1989), p. 4.
"Robert Paxton, Vichy France: O ld Guard and New Order. I‘M(I 
1944, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972).
,2 ll. R. Kedward. Occupied France: Collaboration and Resistance, 
( New York: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1985).
8main purpose is to discuss only a segment of the population- 
collaborators and resisters-just as John F. Sweets in The 
Politic of Resistance in France »3 examines only the active 
resisters in any depth. And French historians are only 
recently beginning to scrutinize this period. Nineteen eighty- 
three was the first year when French students in their last 
year of high school were required to learn about the Occupation 
years.14 As a way of understanding the Occupation, French 
physical responses to German domination are important and 
have been neglected thus far.
Not only are contemporary sources lacking for 
information, but the Parisian press during the war years 
essentially ignored the foreign population of the city. 
Newspapers such as Le Figaro and Le Temos and magazines 
such as La Revue de Deux Mondes. L’lHuSttatiCin and L’Esprit. 
rarely ran articles addressing the German in Paris. Instead, 
one must rely primarily on journals and memoirs to get a sense 
of Parisians' physical reactions,
Also many misconceptions have sprung up out of 
misinterpreting Parisian actions. The main problem is that 
once the tide of the war turned in favor of the Allies, 1
1 -'John I Sweets. The Polities nl' Resistance, in I rance. 1940-19.44. 
(Dekalb, IL: -Northern Illinois University Press).
I4 llirschleld and Marsh. Collaboration, p. 2.VV
9Parisians shifted their efforts to support the future victors. 
When Paris was liberated in August 1944, practically every 
Parisian claimed to have been involved in some act of 
resistance. In the immediate post-war years, a popular 
folklore was created, constructing that familiar type: the
loyal and true French patriot. Parisians claimed to have done 
their duty as patriots from the moment the Occupation began: 
misdirecting a German by turning a signpost or by pointing him 
in the wrong direction, pretending not to understand a 
command or question, or accidentally knocking over a German's 
drink.|S They even claimed to have listened to the British 
Broadcasting Company, an illegal act according to German 
rules. The extent of this daily vigilance was surely greatly 
exaggerated, particular before November 1942. Of course, 
there did exist those Parisians who actually did risk their 
lives by publishing underground papers, sabotaging munitions 
trains, and communicating with the British Secret Service.
And there also existed Parisians who have sino* been judged 
negatively. These collaborators may have done Something as 
innocent as giving correct directions to a lost German or as 
guilty as wearing the Nazi uniform. In either ca^e, to be a 
collaborator meant favoring a rapprochement with Germany
I 0
and destroying the old order through new political, social and 
economic alliances. To be a collaborator meant accepting 
Hitler's Europe. However, the number of Parisians engaged in 
these activities has been exaggerated and most historians 
agree that approximately 2 percent of the French population 
either actively resisted or collaborated ! fl
That leaves the overwhelming majority of France which 
neither collaborated nor resisted. The analysis of these people 
will provide a clearer and more accurate picture of French 
society, showing the ambivalence which was pervasive 
throughout Paris. The physical depictions of Germans by 
Parisians overcome some of the difficulties other 
contemporary sources have through their more candid and 
symbolic portrayals. Parisians best expressed themselves 
through their direct experience with the occupier in their 
private lives; that is, dealing with the occupier on a daily and 
mundane level. Publicly, Parisians were stifled by German 
censorship and rules, and were not free to express themselves 
honestly for fear of punishment. Once having looked at various 
interactions between Parisians and Germans, their analysis 
reveals that the apparent apathy the French showed towards 6
l6 llirs ililc ld  and Marsh. Collaboration, p. 262.
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Occupation should be interpreted not as collaboration, not as 
resistance, but as a complex ambivalence.
The contact made between the French and the Germans 
was widespread and common. Jean-Paul Sartre accurately 
reminded his reader that the German soldiers were more than 
temporary administrators as they effectively became members 
of Parisian society. "You must not forget that the Occupation 
was quotidienne " l7 Often, the French were forced to share 
their homes with German soldiers and while some simply 
ignored their unwanted houseguests, others cultivated 
relationships with them. One German woman went so far as to 
invite her host’s children to vacation in Germany with her. 
However, contact with the Germans was certainly not confined 
to living with them. On the streets, in shops, in offices, 
everywhere, the French and Germans were forced to interact. 
Whether they were at home, buying groceries, taking a walk, or 
getting their ration cards, Parisians were bound to come into 
contact with Germans.
Sartre maintains that much of the contact between 
Germans and Parisians was simply giving directions in the 
street.18 We have already seen that this had the potential to
'^Jcan-Paul Sarirc. Siltialions I I I . (Paris: Lihraric (iallimard. 1949).
p. 18.
18Ibid., p. 20.
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be an occasion of show annoyance with the German Occupation 
by misdirecting a foreigner. Sartre felt that this interaction 
created something of an inner struggle for Parisians. They 
despised German control of their city and could gain a small 
sense of satisfaction in having duped the enemy, but as part of 
human nature to aid someone who was in need and as Parisians 
came to view Germans as individual people, they were 
naturally inclined to help them.19
German military men were not the only people d'outre- 
Rhin with whom Parisians came into contact. Although they 
were certainly in the majority, a variety of German citizens 
made their way to Paris during the period of Occupation. 
Women visiting soldiers, wives rejoining husbands, tourists, 
children, and German civilians fleeing the air raids in their 
hometowns were some of the Germans who made a trip abroad 
during the war years. Each group created an impression for the 
French who stepped around the German tourists gazing at 
Parisian monuments, who stood aside to let German patrols 
pass, who sold items to the visitors, and who had to give up 
their homes to German families.
In Paris, the German presence was quite visible. German 
street signs replaced those in French, the swastika replaced
l9 lbid., p. 20-2 1 .
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the tricouleur, menus appeared in German, and German military 
bands played in the street. A claim was even made that a 
German soldier passed on the street every ten seconds.
Despite this, many aspects of typical Parisian life remained.
A headline appearing in the March 28th, 1941 issue of Paris- 
Midi proclaimed that "Paris continue."20 Cafes were open, 
plays, films, concerts, and musicals were attended, popular 
songs sung, even the horse races at Auteuil began again in 
August 1940. People went to work. Children attended school 
and the universities were open, This shows the Parisian (and 
German) attempt to continue their daily existence much as it 
had been before the war. Cafes were indeed open, but now 
German officers and enlisted men were as frequent customers 
as were Parisians. Germans were often found seated near 
Parisions at adjacent tables, thus influencing them and the 
way they thought about themselves simply through the contact 
Germans had with Parisians.
German women also made an impression on Parisians.
The arrival of German civilians could have been a way of 
attempting to lesson tensions between the two peoples since 
the ordinary people of one nation were being introduced to the 
ordinary people of another. As in describing the German
2(lAndrc Halimi, Chantmis sous t’Oecupaiion. (Paris: lulilions Olivier 
Orban, 1976), p. 52.
soldier, Parisians gave flattering descriptions of the German 
women. In contrast to the "sickening colors" worn by the 
"Huns",21 the female military personnel wore a "grey costume 
which is quite becoming."22 Civilian women have been 
described as "exotic flowers" or "tropical birds" because of the 
bright colors they wore.2’ These words reveal that the French 
were not outrightly condemning Germans for being German and 
for having conquered their country. As “exotic birds” and 
"tropical flowers," the German women were not seen as 
threatening.
Occassionally, more extended contact was made in the 
street than asking or giving directions or brief impressions 
created by frequenting common places. In one incident, a young 
French woman was summonned by German soldiers. They 
shouted "Cherie! Cherie!" (the French equivalent to "Darling"). 
She was furious that they did not treat her with more respect 
by calling her, mademoiselle . They continued speaking with 
her, telling her that she was very pretty. At this point the 
young woman had had quite enough, feeling that "des Bochs. . 
.They do not have the right to say that to me!"24 Fraterniza-
2'Simon. One Enemy, p. 160.
22Ibid., p. 17.
22Bli/abcih Morrow. All Gaul is Divided: Letters from Occupied
France, (New York: The Oreyntmic Fress, 1941). p. 14.
24Miebeltnc Bood. Lea Annccx Double: Journal d'unc t.yceeonAV^M^ 
FQccupaiiiin, (Paris: Editions Robert La Horn, 1974), p. 27,
tion among Parisian women and German men was strongly 
discouraged. Simon claimed that most French women 
responded to German advances by slapping them-s which is 
highly doubtful since that would then have given the German 
just cause to make and arrest. The younger schoolgirls were 
more honest and accurate in what more likely occurred in such 
situations. Because of their youth, they were less inclined to 
view their actions as a political statement. Subsequently, 
they did not see any harm in talking to the handsome soldiers 
and often cultivated relationships with them, Micheline 
enjoyed speaking with the German soldiers for the sole reason 
that they made her laugh.-f> She was not discouraged from 
conversing with the Germans even though she knew her aunt 
was furious to see her with them and even though a stranger on 
the street told her that it made his heart ache to see all the 
girls joking with the Germans.-7 One day at the very beginning 
of the Occupation, Micheline was grabbed around the waist by 
someone. Thinking it was her father and thus turned around 
and hugged him. She was horrified to discover it was a "Boch" 
while her friends laughed hysterically at her error. Later, she 
felt that "my reaction was that of a little girl. There wasn't
-■''Simon. One Enemy. n..U
2hBood. l.cs Annecs Double, p. Ml
- 7Ibid , p. 138.
anything abominable about it. Frankly, I’m sad that he wasn't 
English. Because he was a truly very handsome guy."‘ ,,
However, life in occupied Paris was not so frivolous as 
giving the wrong directions or flirting with German soldiers. 
Parisians were subject to spot checks when the German police 
would randomly stop and search either a man or a woman on 
the street, emptying wallets, handbags and shopping baskets. 
One was reputed to not even be free standing in the long lines 
outside of the bakeries, butcheries, and creameries. The 
queues which formed every morning supposedly contained 
women Gestapo who were there to listen and watch for anti- 
German action and to spread propaganda."1 Although this may 
suggest that Parisians were not as pacifists as they have 
appeared to be, it more likely underscores the Parisian sense 
that the German presence was pervasive and all-powerful. The 
apparent silence and lack of action by Parisians may have 
resulted from this overestimation of the German physical 
presence. This can be seen in the first two years following the 
French defeat, during which the French were turned inward, 
resigned and dispirited, unsure of the strength of their society.
- slbid.. p. 270.
‘ "Simon. One Itncmy. p. 32.
■10lbid., p. 120.
All in all, there were "few public confrontations with the 
German's in the two years following the defeat.”31 *
In Paris, only two incidents involving a significant 
number of participants are documented. These were 
considerably downplayed by the press, receiving hardly any 
mention. The first occurred on November 11th, 1940, the 
anniversary of the Allied victory over Germany in World War I. 
On that day, students gathered at L’Arc de Triomphe to lay the 
traditional wreaths on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. For 
the most part, the crowd was easily handled by the German 
police.^’ The second occurred on May 11th, 1941, Jean d'Arc's 
fete day. Demonstrations were arranged at three places in the 
city: St. Augustin's, the statue of Jean d'Arc at La Place des 
Pyramides and L'Arc de Triomphe. There was no direct 
confrontation between the German soldiers and the Parisians 
who jeered the German officers and sang the forbidden "La 
Marseillaise " The police made a few token arrests and 
dispersed the crowds.33 While the two demonstrations show 
French national pride by celebrating traditional holidays, 
neither was directly related against the German occupiers and 
was not motivated by or responding to German domination.
31 Kedwjr-.l, Occupied l-rancc, p. 46.
3“ lbid., p. 46.
•33Simon. One line in v. u. OX.
Other Parisians were closely allied with the occupiers. 
The Gestapo employed many Parisians who were fascists 
and/or anti-Semites as informers.*4 It is not difficult to 
understand why people with these characteristics denounced 
their fellow citizens to a foreign power; these individuals 
equated democracy with social, political and moral disorder. 
But what of the thousands of isolated denunciations by 
apolitical Parisians? In Dutourd’s novel, Au Bon Beurre 
Mme Poissonard wrote a letter to the German authorities 
notifying them of a neighbor’s son who had recently escaped 
from a German prison camp. She was motivated by the simple 
fact that she disliked the boy's mother. Others denounced for 
similar personal reasons-a spouse's lover, for example. A 
seventeen-year-old schoolboy offered to become an informar t 
because a classmate had taunted him for liking Jews. Another 
young man of a similar age wrote to the German embassy to 
promote himself as a specialist in detecting Jews who weren't 
wearing the yellow star (as of May 1942, Parisian Jews were 
required to identify themselves by a yellow star).1(> Some 
Parisians were inclined to inform for money. "Informing has
'4Kedwar<l. Occupied I'rame. |>. 18.
*-'Jcan Dutourd, The Best Butler. trails. Robin Chancellor. (New York: 
Greenwood Press. 1955).
^Hirschfeld and Marsh. Collaboration, p. 30.
been made a virtue that is well-rewarded."17 The sum of two 
hundred francs was paid to an individual for denouncing 
someone for a crime as inconsequential as carrying mail from 
one zone to another. The Germans imposed a government upon 
the Parisians and. like Warnod. these Parisians realized that 
the Germans represented the power in their society. Too often 
incidents like these have been used to show sympathy towards 
Germany's political system. These petty informers were not 
collaborators; they were ambiguous in their loyalty--using the 
opportunity for personal ends.
In an article dated 6 July 1940, Andre Warnod of Lfi 
Figaro brags about his encounters with the Germans in cafes . 
He stresses this lack of committment on the part of the 
Parisians. ”1 often have lunch at the Colisee which is full of 
German officers. But Maxim's is the elegant place, the only 
establishment authorized to remain open past midnight 
[because of the curfew]. Field Marshall Goering goes there 
often."18 Warnod proclaims his importance by knowing the 
chic spots and the casualness of his words suggests an 
acceptance of the German presence. Warrod, like many others 
who saw the shift in power as an opportunity for personal 
advancement, easily adjusted to the new order. He recognized
17Simon. One Kncniv. p. 2K.
18"L u Vic a Paris sous I'Oa upaiion." I.c l-'iyaro. ft July I ‘WO.
a new social system in Paris in which the Germans replaced 
the traditional elite. Understanding this new power source, 
Warnod, a visible man because of his occupation in the media, 
allied himself with the victors. Ironically, only five days 
earlier, he had been shocked that "certain people have even 
been drinking with the Germans and have filmed them."™ 
Representative of much of the population who often shifted 
their opinions of Germans from negative to positive and back, 
Warnod was testing the mood of Paris during and unstable 
time.
More literal, physical descriptions of Germans made by 
Parisians exist which can show how they felt about the foreign 
occupier. Although they had been defeated, three Parisians, 
representing an objective and two subjective viewpoints 
(resistance and collaboration) respectively, specifically 
admired the training of Hitler’s forces. Andre Morize, author 
of France: Ete 1940. published in New York in 1941, described 
the German Army as "innumerable, almost intact, a tough 
machine in good condition, organized,
automatic, all-powerful. . . .of men who breathe mechanics and 
discipline. . . ."4(l Paul Simon, the confirmed resister,
™ "lluit jours d'Oceuapalion Allemande," l.c licaro . 1 July 
4(,ipd. in Howard Rice, cd., France 1940-1043; A Collection, of 
Documents and Bibliography. (Cambridge. MA: Harvard Co-operative
Society, 1942). pp. 4-5.
grudgingly admitted that the army was well-disciplined in 
military matters.41 Nearly every journal writer has 
mentioned the correctness and discipline of the German 
soldier. " 'Comme ils sont correctsf This was, the day after 
the German’s arrival in Paris, the Parisian's judgement, 
surprised and reassured,” stated Leon Lubimcff in the article, 
"Le Soldat Allemand Devant les Populations Francaises” 
published in L'lllustration.4- While there are probably 
elements of truth in these descriptions, the accuracy of the 
pictured portrayal of the German is not the most important 
aspect. Rather, it is more revealing that Parisians stressed 
these particular characteristics and not others. They were 
inclined to see in the Germans what they did not see in 
themselves. While the German army was preparing for war and 
implementing new military tactics, the French were milling 
about the reputably impregnable Maginot Line. Morize 
compared the German soldiers to the tanks which had enabled 
them to defeat the French. The Blitzkrieg tactic to which 
Morize was inferring suggests the German qualities of 
mobility and movement Within the German Army,
41 Simon. One Enemy, pp. 38-9.
4-Leon LuhimolT, "t.e Soldat Allemand Dcvuni les Copulations 
Fraik’a'ixcs," L'lllustration. 4 December. 1941.
the French viewed a developing society which was not tied to 
the past.
Sartre explains that German soldiers "were told to act 
correctly and they did, with shyness and application, by 
discipline."4- The discipline and correctness of the German 
army was quite impressed upon the population of Paris. 
Apparently, they found much to admire in the German. Bertrand 
de Jouvenel wrote that they wandered the streets in groups of 
twos and threes wearing immpeccable uniforms. They were 
neither loud nor mocking and seemed surprised to be there. In 
fact, de Jouvenel felt that they could be mistaken for tourists 
in uniforms rather than soldiers.44 By describing a mobilized 
soldier as a tourist, de Jouvenel created a far less menacing 
and more bearable impression of the German occupier. David 
Pryce-Jones, a historian of the German Occupation in France, 
coined the phrase "two-minute hate" explaining how Parisians 
felt towards Germans.4  ^ Hatred was felt towards the
Germans for having defeated their country, but more 
importantly, the German victory attested the weakness and 
cowardice of France.4'1 Physical descriptions of individual
4 ,Surire. Situations, p. IN.
44Hcrtr;mil de Jnuvend. t'n .Voyaycur dans le Sleele. (Paris: Editions
Robert Laliout, I97»jj, pp.378*9.
4^H irs iItlilii and' Marsh. Collaboration, p. 18.
46de Jouvenel. Voyagcur. p. 379.
German soldiers seem to reinforce that an overall favorable 
impression was made upon Parisians. Even a foreign soldier 
was extraordinary and a bit exotic. The Germans were part of 
a different culture with their own history and Parisians were 
curious to observe the Germans who had come to Paris. Again 
and again, physical reactions indicate the benign attitude 
Parisians displayed towards Germans. Only when Germans 
were thought of as an entity, as a victorious military force, 
did Parisians seem despise their presence.
Before the Germans entered Paris, certain Prussian 
stereotypes based upon that which the French viewed as their 
own weaknesses set the tone for what Parisians expected of 
their conquerors: the thoroughness of their administrators,
their exceptional organiza-tional skills, and their strict 
discipline. Without these skills and characteristics it would 
have been more difficult for the French to understand how they 
had been defeated. Parisians preferred to criticize their own 
society for its weaknesses and frailities and viewed these 
aspects as the deciding factors of the war. They did not see 
France as possessing these qualities enabling them to more 
capably explain Germany’s victory. Physically, Germans were 
stereotyped as young, blond and muscular. In some instances, 
the French were struck by this conventional portrayal: "Fully
half of them were under twenty years of age, blond, big-boned.
24
. . ,"47 * Indeed, so prevalent were conventional Nazi
stereotypes that some observers were surprised to find that
not all German eyes were blue. Although undoubtedly not all 
the German men were attractive, Parisians were struck by 
their general appearance. They were "so young, so 
handsome,"4S "always polite,"44 and " i n o f f e n s i v e . I n  
describing the German's physical characteristics so positively 
Parisians reveal the basic uncertainty about what French 
virtues and German vices were. Hitler's Third Reich unsettled 
France's Third Republic. Patrick Modiano, in his novel La Place 
da /'Etoils , went so far as to refer to the German soldiers as 
"those blond angels."51 For those Parisians who recognized 
the decadence of French society, the German victors may very 
well have represented saviors who would help to restructure 
French society. After all, Germany had overcome immense 
obstacles to become the primary power in Europe. Otherwise, 
Parisians who were more inclined to foster anti-German 
feelings may have recognized the difference between Hitler, 
the policy-maker, and the young men whose duty was to carry
47Morrow, All (i:iul. p. I I 
4!tBood. Arnccs. p. IWl.
4 'Jean-1.ouis B».ry,..Mun Village a I’Hcurc Allemandc. (Paris: limcsl 
Planimarion. 194$). p. 156.
5(,Sarire. Simaiions. p. 19.
5'Patrick Modiano, l .a Place dc l. ’Hloile. (Paris: lidiiions Ciaillimard.
I, p. 25.
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out the orders which were siphoned down to them through the 
bureaucracy. Even as Micheline Bood proclaimed her hatred of 
the Bochs throughout her journal, she describes one young man, 
Peter, as having "golden hair, hazel eyes dotted with gold 
specks, tanned skin and above all an adorable little nose. . . .” 5' 
This is obviously not a way in which one would describe his 
hated enemy. Bood explains what many Parisians were 
thinking and why they were not more offended by the physical 
appearance of their enemy. "I have found that the Germans are 
men and that they are worthy of esteem. There are some 
cowards, traitors, and fierce ones among them just as among 
any people."51 Although Bood may have been motivated to 
arrive at this conclusion in order to justify her feelings 
toward Peter, this principle reconciles many of the positive 
individual descriptions with the animosity felt towards 
others. Eventually, the German presence became less 
extraordinary as people settled into a routine and their lives 
stablized and as Parisians were exposed to the different types 
of people from d’outre Rhin .
Although Parisians were generous in their physical 
descriptions of the German soldier, a vast array of terms 
ranging from the representatives of the Reich" to "bastard"
5-Hoih1, Annccs. p. 115.
51lbid., p. 106.
Were used to refer to him. Unless a member of the press or 
unless fearing being overheard, Parisians rarely used the 
French translation of the word German, Allemand. More often 
Parisians spoke perjoratively of the Germans; of les Bochs and 
les Fritz. Jean-touis Bory prints a list of words used in place 
of German in Mon Village a I'Heure Allemande : Chleuh, Frise, 
Teuton, Doryphore (a beetle which attacks the potato plant). 
Vert-de-gris (verdigris), Machepaille (chewed straw), vache 
(cow), barbare, and finally, I’ennemi.*4 A discrepancy seems 
to exist between the words Parisians chose to describe 
Germans and those they used to refer to them. The apparent 
lack of respect or admiration these perjorative terms seem to 
suggest is. in reality, superficial. "Boch" and "Fritz” were 
simply commonly used terms to denote a German rather than a 
political representation of French reaction to the German 
presence.
The descriptions of the German soldier's behavior was 
also less kind than those of their physical bearing. The German 
soldiers, contrary to de Jouvenel's interpretation were, 
according to Simon who found the Occupation quite unbearable, 
a "swarming mass, pushing and jostling in the streets 
restaurants and theaters."ss Another Parisian wrote,
•S4Bwrv. Mon Vilhiyc. p. VV
55Simon, One Enemy, p. 17.
The German soldiers are swarming 
about, they are everywhere all at once, 
all those tones of undefinable green, 
brilliant and indecisive at the same 
time, which succeeds at being garish by 
dint of disappearing. They put their 
names on our monuments, they are 
always in the foreground, appearing at 
every corner, stepping aside, 
disappearing, reappearing, haunting, 
obsequious, aggressive, adhesive- 
intolerable. They fill the metro and the 
commuter trains. . . .
The contrasting descriptions, physical and behavioral, are not 
ir-reconciable. Whereas Parisians described the German 
physique as inoffensive and often pleasant, their presence in 
Paris constantly reminded them of their defeat and their new 
subordinate position in the world. Andre Warnod wrote that 
"the most disagreable impression that we have seen is to have 
met a German military band on the Champs-Elysees."*'7 A 
week later he explains why the bands were so offensive to him 
"It passes by with the victorious rythym of its forceful brass 
and percussion sections. Across the Rhine, we used to admire 
the fanfare often. Today, the violence of the music throws us 
into a fever of mourning, bordering on despair.1 56*8
56lbid.„ p. 160
•s7Lc f'iyaro. 6 July, I ‘MO.
58lbid., 12 July. 1940.
The physical presence of the German soldier was most 
intimately felt when French citizens were forced to open their 
homes to the invader. Although not all Parisian homes were 
filled with men of the German armed forces, it is worth 
examining the more typical situation in the small towns where 
many homes housed guests d'outre-Rhin . For this, the book, La 
Silence de la Mer ,-v> written by Jean Bruller under the 
pseudonym Vercors, is especially revealing of how the French 
interacted with the Germans. La Silence de la Mer is the story 
of a man and his niece who have a German officer spend 
approximately one year with them in their home. Their 
reactions are valuable indications of a general phenomenon 
which a portion of the Parisian population surely shared with 
them. H. R. Kedward verifies the validity of Bruller's story 
since it "is as much a document as a novel."00 Written in 1942 
and smuggled out of France to be published in London, the novel 
is defined as being resistance-propaganda, which may imply 
strong anti-German sentiment when, in fact, the novel 
effectively conveys the ambivalence and complexity of 
feelings felt towards Germans. The French characters in the 
story did not actively resist the new member of their 
household, but virtually did not acknowledge his existence.
S9jca» Broiler. La Silence tie la Mer, (New York: Siratmorc Co., 1‘M .H
60Kcdward. Occupied France. D. II.
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They continued their daily lives just as they had done before 
his arrival. This can be interpreted several ways: perhaps the 
characters felt indifferent about the Occupation or maybe, the 
hatred felt towards the German was so great that they could 
not bring themselves to speak with him. The writer of the 
preface, Frong, explains their actions in yet another way.
It will be three years in a few weeks. .
It will be three years that France had 
lived under silence.
Silence among the crowds, silence in 
homes: silence because the German 
military parade advances up the 
Champs-Elysees at noon, silence 
because the enemy officer lives in the 
next room, silence because the German 
Gestapo conceals listening devices 
under hotel beds, silence because 
children no longer dare say that they are 
hungry, because the fallen bodies of 
hostages ceate another reason for a 
new day of mourning each day.
And silence of thought, silence forced 
upon writers, deprived of the right of 
expression, silence before the world.61
Seen through Frong's eyes, the French, for years, endured the
oppression created by an enemy presence bravely. Frong
attempted to explain the lack of response by the French of the
Occupied Zone in this way. While there is some truth that fear
61 Ibid., p. II.
and oppression may have been the motivating factor for many 
to remain silent, we have seen that Parisians did not stoically 
and stubbornly resist the German presence. More accurately, 
they were affected by those Germans they came into contact 
with just as the characters in Bruller's novel had to react to 
the German soldier in their home.
Relative to other periods of French history, the 
Occupation was a time of silence. This is what makes it so 
difficult to interpret. Bruller and Frong have taken this 
silence to mean dissatisfication; other will interpret silence 
to mean indifference. However, silence evokes the complex 
ambivalence the French fc‘t towards the German physical 
presence in the period from 1940 to 1942. This began to 
change after 1942 when Germany occupied all of France and 
the harsh reality of a full military Occupation was 
experienced.
Werner von Ebrennac was immense, but very thin,
handsome, virile; and surprisingly, his eyes were not blue as
expected to be, dispelling some of the German stereotypes for 
his French hosts. Upon his arrival at their home, he said, Tm 
sorry" The narrator finds him decent and the two are polite to 
each other. Like most Parisians when confronted face to face 
and on an individual level, the narrator reacts to the German, 
not as an enemy, but as a human. It must also be noted that the
y y a ^
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only person in the story with a name is the German, identifying 
him more vividly as human. In any case, the man and his niece 
decide not to change their lives at all and to simply pretend 
that Werner does not exist, paralleling the response in Paris 
and throughout Occupied France following the armistice. Not 
even when Werner begins sitting in the room with them by the 
fire and speaking to them do they react to him or interrupt 
their activity. In discussing this new situation with his niece, 
the narrator says that maybe it's inhuman to refuse him a 
single word. At this point the relationship has progressed 
beyond an enemy forcing himself upon the conquered, but two 
human beings sharing a home. The narrator's reaction appeals 
to the gregarious quality of human nature; it is simply 
unnatural for two people to not exchange any conversation. 
Bruller stressed in La Silence de la Mer the difference between 
an individual German person and the German multitude. The 
latter was recognized as a great peril to France. However, 
taken individually, each German was human, same as a 
Parisian.
One day, Werner announces that he will be departing on 
leave for a week, never obtaining any response from his hosts 
and not trying to. Upon his return, he avoids the two for 
another week when he suddenly knocks on the door to the 
family room and waits for permission to enter. Baffled by the
change, the narrator calls out, "Entrez, Monsieur.'”  He 
immediately questions his words. "Why did I add Monsieur ?
To mark that I was inviting in a man and not an enemy 
officer?"'’- The narrator has progressed further into the 
complexity and ambiguousness of the Occupation. How do the 
French reconcile the conflict of defining an enemy versus a 
human being? Although German, the narrator has come to 
terms with the acknowledgement that Werner is a man like 
himself. Werner has also changed. While on leave, he took the 
opportunity to visit Paris and speak with some of the German 
officials there. Previously, Werner had not understood that 
collaboration between France and Germany did not define the 
two as partners. He had not realized the threat his country 
posed to France. The German officials in Paris set Werner 
straight, saying that Germany has "the chance to destroy 
France, so she shall be destroyed. Not only her power: her soul 
also. Her soul above all else."'’ ’ This exchange between 
Germans, created by a French author, suggests that the 
population of the Occupied Zone felt that an individual soldier 
was not to be held responsible for his country's policy since he
ft2flrullcr. SilviKV. p. 57. 
6 ,lbid.. p. 61,
ignorant of its animosity. Thus, the French could and did 
harbor seemingly contradictory feelings toward Germany.
The French, on the other hand, clearly understood the 
German threat to destroy France, argues Bruller: "As if we had 
not yet understood, not yet realized the enormous menace," 
thought the narrator.hJ Despite the fact that the French did
recognize each German individually as bearable and treated 
them with the according civility, Bruller postulates in his 
novel that they never lost sight of the concept that Germany 
had defeated France and subsequently viewed her as a 
conquered territory to be exploited. This may have been true 
as the Occupation endured past the time which seemed 
necessary to establish German control, but most Parisians 
were unsure of the status France would have. There seems to 
be more ambivalence than Bruller suggests. Most Parisians 
interacted with the Germans more than did the narrator and his 
niece.
The novel ends with Werner leaving the next morning 
never to return and the narrator and his niece breakfasting as 
usual, symbolically suggesting that the French were patiently 
awaiting for Germany to be expelled from their country in 
spite of the hardships they endured during the German's stay.
Does this suggest that the Occupation was not as unbearable as 
the author of the preface would like the reader to believe? On 
the contrary, Bruller suggests that the most one could do when 
faced with Occupation was to continue the French way of life 
as close to normal as possible always keeping m mind that 
Germany was a menace to French society We know that it 
was not possible for French society to have remained 
unaffected by the German presence By choosing youth, power 
or physical fitness, m describing the Germans, the French 
registered their own aspirations
Because there is a distinction between the German mass 
and the German individual and because Par sians noted this 
difference, Howard Rice, a historian of France, recognized that 
"one must readily admit that tremendous indifference reigned 
in appearance."'’'  Parisians who despised Hitler's Germany 
could not summon up this hatred when dealing with the German 
individually This complacency or silence developed out of the 
ambivalence towards the individual occupier and the tendancy 
to turn inward immediately following the defeat when 
Parisians initially returned to their daily lives Kedward 
proposed that this can be interpreted as either: (1) a 
treasonable indifference to occupation, or (2) a determination 65
65Kite, Cvllamm. p. w.
to maintain French life as before the Germans arrived, 
implying the broad extremes, collaboration and resistance.6'1 
Instead, it seems that with the incredulity and chaos which 
followed their defeat, Parisians held onto habitual life 
patterns in order to achieve a sense of stability. France may 
have been defeated, but life could not stop because of this. 
Jean Guehenno wrote in his journal that he "really wants life 
to continue," and historian Sisley Huddleston wrote that "Life 
continued placidly for the masses. The railway men did not 
refuse to run trains for the Germans, the workers did not
refuse to make tanks or munitions for the Germans; they went 
on quietly earning their living, as they were bound to do."6 7 
Above all else, the first order of events was to save one's
family and home
The Parisian's lack of action has already been explored as 
the need to return to their daily lives; to establish a routine in
the midst of the chaos and disorder which followed their
defeat. But how does this explain the lethargic reaction to 
the physical presence of their conquerors? The Germans in 
Paris were hated and feared by many Parisians as a constant 
reminder of their supposed weakness and failure and as an
66Kcdward, Occupied France, p. 14.
67Sisicy Huddleston, France: Tlic Tragic Years, 1939-1947. 
York: The Dcvin-Adair Company, 1955), p. 233.
enemy military force. Yet Parisians eventually grew 
accustomed to the newcomers as the novelty wore off. Sartre 
states, "The crowd opened itself and closed itself on their 
uniforms, of which the faded green was a pale and modest 
stain, almost expected, in the midst of the somber civilian 
clothes."68 69 Sartre continues, "In the beginning, the sight of 
them made us sick and then, little by little, we forgot to see 
them. . . This seems to be a better explanation for the
silence discussed in the opening of Bruller's La Silence de la 
Mar. After the shock of enemy soldiers on French soil wore off 
and the sight of Germans became ordinary, Parisians no longer 
found anything remarkable about their presence. Despite the 
wartime inconveniences, Parisians found that life could 
continue without serious interruption.
After curfew when the city belonged to the Germans, 
Parisians adjusted to the noise outside their windows. It was 
"nothing extraordinary: just the German patrol stamping their 
feet on the pavement."70 Even more extraordinary is that this 
was also the time when the Gestapo made their arrests and 
Parisians feared a knock on their doors between midnight and 
five in the morning. Sartre knew, as did everyone, that the
68Sanrc. Siiuaiions- p 1°
69lbid., p. 20.
70Uory. Mon Village, p. 77.
only footsteps heard outside during these hours were "their 
steps."71 At night, Paris seemed to come alive, crawling with 
what once again became an enemy to be feared. But the next 
morning when one was out one the street, the enemy again 
appeared to be well-behaved and harmless. "We tried to find 
on their inexpressive and familiar faces a little of the 
malevolent ferocity that we had imagined during the night. In 
vain."72 The thoughts that nagged at Parisians throughout the 
Occupation--the terrible reminders of their defeat, a menacing 
conqueror-developed. In the dark hours when the city 
belonged to the Germans, these fears came forth. But during 
daylight as everyone scurried about their business these same 
fears were dismissed as extreme. Sartre felt that the enemy 
had become too familiar-so familiar that Parisians were not 
able to hate them. Germans were involved in every aspect of 
Parisian life and after two years of Occupation, their presence 
came to be expected by Paris' citizens. According to Sartre, 
this was the true danger. Were the Germans to become so 
commonplace that Parisians would forget that a foreign power 
was in control of their lives?
Micheline, a young French schoolgirl, empha cally stated 
her dislike for Germans, but goes on the qualify her statement.
71 Sartre. Siumiana. P- 22.
72|bW.. p. 23.
She wrote that "I hate and I will always hate the Bochs who 
have been our enemy for centuries, but there is a big 
difference between a mass of people and an individual in that 
mass. Germans, taken individually, are very nice, generally 
well-mannered and correct."75 This, however, is a partial 
realization of Sartre's fear The German was becoming all too 
common, all too hums’ . Parisians recognized individual 
character traits. Fear and hate were widespread emotions 
which Parisians felt towards the German group-the occupying 
authorities, the police, the Gestapo, etc. But taken 
individually, the German was seen as a person to be liked or 
disliked, just as one judged a member of his or her own 
nationality.
The complexity of Parisian existence under the 
Occupation is apparent in their ambivalent sentiments. H. R. 
Kedward wrote that "there can be no simple conclusion about 
the French day-to-day existence under the occupation."74 
"Most people in France changed their opinions four or five 
tim es ,”75 and not necessarily back and forth between to 
collaborate or not to collaborate. The terms collaboration and 
resistance are like black and w hite-too inflexible in their
75Uood, Aiinccs. p. 106.
74Kcdward. Occupied Prance, p. 14.
75 Huddleston, Eiaasfi. P- *28-
definitions, or rather lack of, to be useful. Also, with tnem 
comes irrespressible connotations of evil and good. And it is 
important to remember that the way these words are 
understood today are quite different than the way in which 
they were used in 1941. Collaboration described the at first 
immensly popular foreign policy of Phillipe Petain's 
government at Vichy and resistance was closely associated 
with rebels. Only after 1944 was collaboration viewed as 
treasonous. In 1940 and 1941, resistance was seen by many 
conservative and liberal Parisians as a communist 
revolutionary movement directed against the French 
government.76 Parisians were busy struggling to come to 
terms with their defeat and to determine the future of France. 
They were not ready to join what seemed at the time would 
amount to another upheaval.
With the exception of the two percent that careful 
scholars estimate on either end of the spectrum, Parisians 
were neither collaborators nor resisters. "In fact, the 
boundaries between individual forms of collaboration and 
resistance are actually quite fluid and rigid classifications 
seem appropriate only in areas of 'Fascist collaboration' and 
'illegal (underground) resistance'."77 The examples of
76P#xton, Mitliy Flams. P 292.
77Hirsthfcltl and Marsh, Collaboration, p. 7.
collaboration and resistance which were common in Paris 
during the first two years of German Occupation were not 
indicative of an individual's loyalities since they were 
generally not motiva'ed by ideological convictions. Historians 
must go beyond lying guilt and blame for not actively resisting 
or hailing bravery for having endured the German Occupation.
Reluctantly. Parisians had to admire the people who had 
conquered them. They found themselves assessing their 
society and that of their victors. Although written by an 
American, Anne Morrow Lindbergh's The Wave of the Future: A 
Confession of Faith7* explains one of the ways Parisians 
viewed National Socialism and its place in the Europe of 
tomorrow. She questions whether Nazisim is a "return to 
barbarism" or if it is a new and "perhaps even ultimately good, 
conception of humanity trying to come to birth, often through 
evil and horrible forms and abortive attempts."7’7 Lindbergh 
parallels the Parisian experience of the German Occupation to 
the years of Terror following the French Revolution. The war 
was not a struggle between the forces of good and evil, but 
between the past and the f Jture.80 The physical expression of
order and discipline in the German army described by Parisians
78Anne M. Lindhcrg. The Wave of the Future. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1940).
symbolized those ideals increasingly valued by their society. 
The obvious strength and power of Germany during the early 
years of the war may have tempted the French toward fascism 
to a greater extent than has been estimated.
Andre Gide recognized this need for order and discipline 
in order to heal France.81 In the months immediately 
following the German victory, Gide wrote.
To come to terms with une’s enemy of 
yesterday is not cowardice; it is wisdom, 
and accepting the inevitable . . . .  Who­
ever balks at fate is caught in the trap.
What is the use of bruising oneself 
against the bars of one's cage? In order 
to suffer less from the narrowness of the 
jail, there is nothing like remaining 
squarely in the middle. 82
Confronted with defeat, Parisians initially returned to their 
daily lives to achieve a sense of stability. The defeat seemed 
to prove to diem that they had failed and since the future was 
so uncertain and unclear. Parisians quietly went about their 
business and remained silent.
The first two years of German Occupation were certainly 
not filled with heroic acts directed against Hitler's army. 
Stanley Hoffmann introduced the documentary The Sorrow and
8‘Gide, journals, p «»> 
»2lbk»„ p. 45.
the Pity by Marcel Ophuls stressing the uncertainty of 
Occupation.
Finally, what is true, even if it hurts, is 
the portrait of people who, submitted to 
a barrage of propaganda and later to a 
deluge of bombs, fearful of famine and 
reprisals, caught between armies and 
police forces, uncertain of the future, 
afraid of the disastrous effects of any 
committment, find whatever security is 
still available only by locking the doors 
of their homes and hearts, clino to their 
daily tasks, try to remain unn^-iced, 
and pray for survival.* *
Parisians were confused at how they felt towards the soldiers 
whom they should unconditionally despise for marching through 
their country. But they themselves did not completely 
understand the indications of their ambivalence and so 
remained relatively silent. The French had been stunned by 
their defeat and responded by turning inward to examine their 
own society and to try and exist under new rules. While they 
feared Occupation, they found much to admire in Germany: its 
apparent strength, youthfulness and purpose.
Valuable lessons were learned by the French as a result 
of their experience with Work! War II and the German 
Occupation. What was most frustrating to them was that their
*3M*Kcl Ophuls. The Sorrow and ihc Pity. (New York: Oulcfbridge 
and La/iird, lot.. 1972), p. xx.
future Was beyond their control and depended upon the outcome 
of the Anglo-German War. During the early years of the 
Occupation, Sartre saw France as "a pot of flowers which one 
placed on the windowsill when it was sunny and then brought 
in for the night without asking it its opinion."*4 In many 
ways, Parisians could only sit and contemplate their 
conquerors. Physically, Germany was a military force within 
France’s borders. Ideologically, the Vichy government was too 
weak to formulate a policy independent of German influence, 
th is  passivity and uncomfortable ambivalence of the 
Occupation years became a national horror to be avoided and 
forgotten at all costs. The nearly unanimous support which 
Charles de Gaulle enjoyed when he laid the foundations for 
French recovery and unity in 1944, attested to the relief the 
French felt at knowing in what to believe and what to support. 
The legacy of Occupied France continued into the middle of the 
Twentieth-century when France's post-war foreign policy was 
shaped by Charles de Gaulle who was determined to maintain 
French autonomy and to not return to the France which had 
been a "pot of flowers.”
*4Sanrc. SHuationg- p. 28.
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